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1. Introduction

1.1 Background

Collective dynamics of many-body systems has attracted much attention

to traffic and related systems, such as granular particles [103, 118], ve-

hicles [15, 35, 80], pedestrians [37, 41], and animals [19, 52, 105]. This

subject has been studied by developing a set of individual behavioral rules

in order to quantify emergent collective patterns from interactions among

individuals. The beginning of such a bottom-up approach can be traced

to the work of Maxwell and Boltzmann [4, 13, 92]. Maxwell suggested

the concept of the ideal gas in which every gas particle is subject to the

same equation of motion. He developed a macroscopic description of gases

based on microscopic descriptions of particle behavior. Later, Boltzmann

proposed the law of increasing entropy by extending Maxwell’s approach

of gas dynamics. He stated that the entropy of a system, a macrostate

often interpreted as a degree of disorder in a system of particles, grows as

the number of possible microstates increases. Here, a microstate repre-

sents a configuration of an individual atom or molecule such as position

and velocity. A macrostate is defined as an observable quantity of the

system, for instance, the temperature or the number of gas particles in

a container. The work of Maxwell and Boltzmann demonstrated how one

can explain an observed macroscopic pattern in terms of individual parti-

cle behaviors. Still today, the line of thoughts presented by them is highly

relevant to understand collective patterns of motions.

Based on the bottom-up approach, various interesting collective behav-

iors have been identified in traffic flow studies. For example, Nagel and

Schreckenberg explained traffic jam patterns based on their particle hop-

ping model [81, 82]. In the model, a highway section is represented as a

13
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one-dimensional array of multiple cells and each cell either can be occu-

pied by one vehicle or can be empty. The velocity of a vehicle is expressed

in the number of cells hopping forward at the next time step. All the

vehicles update their position based on four update rules: acceleration,

slowing down, randomization, and car motion rules. According to the ac-

celeration rule, a vehicle can proceed one more cell at the next time step

if the distance to the vehicle ahead is large enough. The slowing down

rule states that the vehicle reduces the number of cells hopping forward

at the next time step based on the distance to the vehicle ahead. The

randomization rule represents fluctuations in the vehicle motions by re-

ducing the number of cells hopping forward at the next time step by one

with a certain probability. After these three rules are applied to all vehi-

cles, according to the car motion rule, the vehicles move ahead with the

updated velocity. Nagel and Schreckenberg explained complex traffic flow

patterns with a set of rules describing individual vehicle motions.

Examples of the bottom-up approach can be also found in pedestrian

flow studies. For instance, Helbing and his colleagues studied the for-

mation of pedestrian trail systems based on an active walker model [41,

43]. Their active walker model includes three sets of equations for pedes-

trian motion, ground condition, and pedestrian orientation. The equa-

tion of motion describes position and velocity of individual pedestrians.

The equation of ground condition reflects creation and destruction of foot-

prints. The equation of pedestrian orientation evaluates pedestrians’ de-

sired walking direction based on the ground condition. Their model ex-

plained how different topological structures of human trail systems form.

It was demonstrated that formations of such trail systems can be de-

scribed as self-organization phenomena. The self-organization phenom-

ena have been one of the current central topics in pedestrian studies.

A considerable amount of literature has reported various interesting col-

lective patterns of pedestrian motions such as lane formation [12, 42, 111],

faster-is-slower effect [37], and turbulent movement [40, 70, 76]. These

collective patterns arise from repulsive interactions among pedestrians

which can be observed when they are moving from one place to another.

Not only moving between places, pedestrians are also interacting with

surrounding environment especially attractions such as shop displays and

public events. It has been well recognized that existence of such attrac-

tions can influence pedestrian flow patterns. For instance, Goffman [30]

described that window shoppers act like obstructions to passersby on the

14
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streets when they stop to check store displays. Those shoppers can fur-

ther interfere with other pedestrians when the shoppers enter and leave

the stores. In another study, Helbing and Molnár [42] stated that at-

tracted pedestrians form groups near attractions because of attractive in-

teractions. Furthermore, one can infer that existence of the attractions in

stores might be relevant to extreme pedestrian behaviors observed during

shopping holidays such as Black Friday in the United States1. Despite

its relevance to pedestrian behavior, up to now, far too little attention has

been paid to the collective dynamics of the attractive interactions between

pedestrians and attractions. The effects of such attractive interactions

will be the topic of this dissertation.

1.2 Research Questions

This dissertation aims at investigating collective patterns of pedestrians

interacting with attractions by developing numerical simulation models.

Three research questions are developed in order to address the effect of at-

tractive interactions mentioned in Section 1.1, such as pedestrian groups

near attractions and their impact on pedestrian flow.

The first research question is formulated as,(RQ1) how do collec-

tive patterns of pedestrian motions emerge from the attractive

interactions between pedestrians and attractions?This research

question is inspired by the impulse stops [11, 102]. The impulse stop is

a behavior of visiting an attraction without planning to do so in advance.

An attraction is a place or an object that might be interesting for pedes-

trians, such as shop displays and public events. Understanding such im-

pulse stops can support effective design and management of pedestrian

facilities, for instance, placing merchandise in stores in order to encour-

age consumers to stop to buy [49]. However, little attention has been paid

to the attractive interactions between pedestrians and attractions.

It is widely believed that individual choice behavior of joining an attrac-

tion can be influenced not only by the attractiveness of the attractions

1Over 20 video clips are available on YouTube.com showing people fighting

over merchandise and many news articles have reported about Black Friday

incidents. Examples include http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K3RDTxVCKC4,

http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/death-counter-records-

number-of-people-killed-or-injured-on-black-friday-a6731766.html, and

http://www.forbes.com/sites/adriankingsleyhughes/2012/11/24/black-friday-

2012-shoppers-fight-over-cheap-deals
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but also by social influence from other individuals. For instance, previ-

ous studies on stimulus crowd effects reported that a pedestrian is more

likely to shift one’s attention towards the crowd as its size grows [27, 72].

This belief is also generally accepted in the marketing area, which can be

interpreted that having more visitors in a store can attract more pedes-

trians to the store [6, 14]. Based on that belief, marketing strategies have

focused on increasing the duration of visiting a store and the strength of

social interactions [53]. Although the understanding of such a social in-

fluence on joining behavior has been widely accepted and practiced, the

idea has not been incorporated into microscopic pedestrian behavior mod-

els. Therefore, the second research question is formulated as(RQ2) how

can social influence on one’s choice behavior shape the collective

patterns of pedestrians’ visiting behavior?

RQ1andRQ2focus on modeling the attractive interactions between

pedestrians and attractions. Based onRQ1andRQ2, Studies I and II

have reported various collective patterns emerging from the attractive in-

teractions. Nevertheless, little is known about their influence on passerby

traffic. Pedestrians facilities are usually designed not only for accommo-

dating pedestrians who are interested in shopping and attending social oc-

casions, but also for passersby who regularly commute and walk through

the facilities. It is apparent that if a large attendee cluster exists near

an attraction, passersby are forced to walk through the reduced available

space. Consequently, the attendee cluster is acting as a pedestrian bottle-

neck for passersby. The flow through the bottleneck can show transitions

from the free flow state to the jamming state and may end in gridlock.

Up to now, most of the pedestrian bottleneck studies have been performed

for static bottlenecks, meaning that the bottlenecks are at fixed locations

and their size does not change over time [44, 97]. One might think that

assuming an attendee cluster as a static bottleneck is enough to under-

stand the jamming transitions induced by an attraction. However, the

assumption of the static bottleneck cannot reflect the interactions among

the attraction, attracted pedestrians, and passersby contributing to the

onset of jamming transitions. Accordingly, the third research question is

formulated as(RQ3) how can pedestrian flow interacting with an

attraction result in pedestrian jams?An attendee cluster is concep-

tualized as a dynamic bottleneck in the sense that its size changes over

time according to the joining behavior of attracted pedestrians.
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1.3 Research Approach

In order to address research questions discussed in Section 1.2, I have

extended microscopic pedestrian models for the attractive interactions

between pedestrians and attractions. In Study I, the attractive force is

appended to the social force model in order to incorporate the attractive

interactions between pedestrians and attractions. In Study II, I introduce

a joining probability model which can reflect social influence from other

pedestrians. In Study III, the presented models are further extended for

simulating jamming patterns of pedestrians interacting with an attrac-

tion.

The presented models are then examined by means of numerical sim-

ulations. Simulation parameters are systematically controlled in order

to observe various collective patterns arising from interactions between

pedestrians and attractions. I devise macroscopic measures in order to

quantify various collective patterns and then summarize the results in

phase diagrams. In Study I, the macroscopic measures are introduced to

quantify various attendee cluster formations. In Study II, pedestrian vis-

iting patterns are distinguished. In Study III, different jam patterns near

an attraction are identified. By doing so, this dissertation investigates

the dynamics of pedestrian flow interacting with attractions from the per-

spective of the activity needs for attracted pedestrians and the mobility

needs for passersby.

1.4 Dissertation Outline

This dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides a review of

existing literature that is closely linked with the topic of this dissertation.

Chapter 3 describes presented numerical simulation models and their se-

tups. The results of numerical simulations are presented in Chapter 4.

Finally, Chapter 5 summarizes the main findings, discusses limitations,

and suggests future research directions.
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2. Related Work

This chapter provides a review of existing literature that is closely linked

with the topic of this dissertation. In Section 2.1, I provide an overview

of the existing pedestrian models on microscopic and macroscopic scales.

First, I describe macroscopic pedestrian flow models which have been de-

veloped based on fluid dynamic equations (Section 2.1.1). In macroscopic

models, pedestrian streams are considered similar to fluid streams, so the

large-scale pedestrian motion is the major interest. Then, I present micro-

scopic pedestrian flow models including cellular automata (Section 2.1.2),

velocity-based models (Section 2.1.3), and force-based models (Section 2.1.4).

In microscopic models, each pedestrian is treated like an individual parti-

cle, thus the modeling effort is focusing on developing mathematic expres-

sions of individual motions. Section 2.1.5 summarizes the presented mod-

eling approaches and identifies research directions. Section 2.2 discusses

the concept of phases in pedestrian flow, which is important to quantify

numerical simulation results presented in this dissertation.

2.1 Modeling Approaches

2.1.1 Macroscopic Models

Continuity equation in fluid mechanics states that the mass within a fi-

nite control volume remains constant because of the rates of mass inflow

and outflow balance out through the control volume [1, 5, 78]. The differ-

ential form of the continuity equation is

∂ρ

∂t
+∇ρv=0, (2.1)

whereρis density andvis velocity vector of a fluid stream.
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Hughes models

Hughes [48] developed a macroscopic pedestrian flow model analogous

to Lighthill–Whitham–Richard (LWR) macroscopic modeling approach in

vehicular traffic flow studies [68, 91]. First, he formulated that walking

direction of a pedestrian stream is perpendicular to the potentialΦ:

Φ̂x=−
∂Φ/∂x

(∂Φ/∂x)2+(∂Φ/∂y)2

Φ̂y=−
∂Φ/∂y

(∂Φ/∂x)2+(∂Φ/∂y)2
.

(2.2)

Here,Φ̂xandΦ̂yindicate directional cosines of pedestrian stream motion.

Second, he represented the velocity of a pedestrian streamv=(vx,vy)

with speed functionf=f(ρ)and directional cosinesΦ̂xandΦ̂y,

vx=f(ρ)̂Φx

vy=f(ρ)̂Φy.
(2.3)

Third, he also took into account that pedestrians tend to minimize their

travel time while avoiding extremely high-density areas. He introduced

walking strategy function,

1

(∂Φ/∂x)2+(∂Φ/∂y)2
=g(ρ) v2x+v

2
y, (2.4)

whereg(ρ)is a discomfort function. Hughes [48] set the value ofg(ρ)

as 1 for most density levels but increased it for high pedestrian density

situations. Based on the continuity equation in Equation (2.1) and Equa-

tions (2.2) to (2.4), Hughes presented the governing equations for pedes-

trian flow:

−
∂ρ

∂t
+
∂

∂x
ρg(ρ)f2(ρ)

∂Φ

∂x
+
∂

∂y
ρg(ρ)f2(ρ)

∂Φ

∂y
=0 (2.5)

and
1

(∂Φ/∂x)2+(∂Φ/∂y)2
=g(ρ)f(ρ). (2.6)

Later, Huanget al.[47] interpreted the potential functionΦ(x, y)as

a walking cost potential. They assumed that a pedestrian stream fol-

lows a path minimizing walking cost according to a generalized cost func-

tionC=C(ρ, x, y, t). In line with Eikonal equation [50, 95, 116, 117],

they reformulated a walking strategy function of Hughes’s model [Equa-

tion (2.4)]:

C
q

q
+∇Φ=0, (2.7)

where, the flowqis defined as a product of density and velocity, i.e.,q=ρv.
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2.1.2 Cellular Automata

In cellular automata (CA), pedestrian walking space is divided into uni-

form grids (or cells) and pedestrian movements are updated at discrete

time step. Each pedestrian occupies a particular cell and moves between

cells according to the prescribed rules. A pedestrian can move to a neigh-

boring cell and the set of neighboring cells can be defined in two ways:

von Neumann neighborhood and Moore neighborhood. In a rectangular

grid, the von Neumann neighborhood includes a central cell and its four

adjacent cells neighboring by edges of the central cell. The Moore neigh-

borhood consists of a central cell and the eight cells surrounding the cen-

tral one, adding diagonal connectivity to the von Neumann neighborhood.

The CA-based approaches have been one of the popular pedestrian flow

models because the approaches offer simple and efficient computation.

Gipps-Marksjö model

Gipps and Marksjö [29] proposed the gain-cost model in which the walk-

ing space is discretized into0.5m×0.5m square cells. Each cell can

be occupied by no more than one pedestrian. They modeled that a pedes-

trian in cellimoves to celljwhich maximizes the benefit of his movement.

Similar to the Moore neighborhood, a set of available cells includes celli

occupied by the pedestrian and eight neighboring cells. The benefitBjfor

celljis calculated by subtracting cost scoreSjfrom gain function value

P(σj), i.e.,

Bj=P(σj)−Sj. (2.8)

The cost scoreSjrepresents the repulsion effects from nearby pedestrians

and obstacles assigned to the cellj. The gain functionP(σj)reflects the

distance to the destinationd. The cost score functionSjis given as

Sj=
1

(Δ−α)2+β
, (2.9)

whereΔis the distance between celljand a celliin which the pedestrian

is standing. Here,α=0.4is a constant which is slightly smaller than the

size of a pedestrian (=0.5m), andβ=0.015is an arbitrary constant which

moderates fluctuation in the cost score function Sj. The gain function

P(σj)is given as

P(σj)=K|cosσj|cosσj, (2.10)

whereKis gain function constant andσjis the angle between a vector

pointing from current position to a destination and a vector pointing to
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celljwhere the pedestrian plans to move. If the pedestrian is not going

to move,P(σj)becomes zero. According to the definition of a dot product

between two vectors,cosσjis calculated as

cosσj=
(xj−xi)·(xd−xi)

|xj−xi||xd−xi|
, (2.11)

wherexj,xi, andxdare the location of cellj, celli, and the destinationd,

respectively.

Blue-Adler model

Similar to the particle hopping model of Nagel and Schreckenberg [81, 82],

Blue and Alder [8, 9, 10] suggested an alternative formulation of cellu-

lar automata for pedestrian motions based on three sets of behavioral

rules including sidestepping, forward movement, and conflict mitigation.

Sidestepping rules describe lateral movements of pedestrians: move to

left or right lanes, or stay in the same lane. Forward movement rules de-

cide the desired speed and available gap ahead. Conflict mitigations en-

able pedestrians to avoid a head-on collision between approaching pedes-

trians from opposite directions. Pedestrian movements are updated with

the probability of movement related to the behavioral rules.

Floor field model

Bursteddeet al.[12] and Kirchner and Schadschneider [61] introduced

the floor field model. In the floor field model, pedestrians are walking

on a floor field which is represented as a superposition of a static floor

field and a dynamic floor field. The static floor field indicates quantities

fixed over time, such as the shortest distance to an exit. The dynamics

field represents virtual traces created by pedestrians who passed a cer-

tain area. The concept of dynamic floor field is analogous to chemotaxis of

ants. In ant traffic systems, leading ants secrete pheromones when they

march towards a food source, so following ants can reach the source by

chemotaxis. The concept of floor field has been applied to develop pedes-

trian navigation models, such as in studies performed by Asanoet al.[2],

Hartmann [34], and Kneidlet al.[62].

The floor field model describes pedestrian movements by means of a

transition probability. The transition probabilitypijfor moving to a neigh-

boring cell(i, j)is

pij=Nexp(kDDij+kSSij)(1−nij)ξij, (2.12)

whereDijandSijare strength of dynamic and static fields at cell(i, j),
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andkDandkSare sensitivity parameters ofDijandSij, respectively. Oc-

cupation numbernijis 1 if cell(i, j)is occupied by a pedestrian, 0 for

otherwise. Obstacle numberξijbecomes 0 for a cell obstacles or walls,

while it is 1 for cells where pedestrians can move to. Normalization factor

Nis given as

N=
1

(i,j)exp(kDDij+kSSij)(1−nij)ξij
. (2.13)

After calculating the transition probabilitypij, each pedestrian decides

where he or she will move and then updates one’s position.

2.1.3 Velocity-based Models

In velocity-based models, pedestrian motions are described by a first-order

ordinary differential equation,

dxi(t)

dt
=vi(t). (2.14)

Here,xi(t)is the position of pedestrianiat timetandvi(t)is his velocity

at timet. In contrast to CA-based approaches, the velocity-based models

can express pedestrian position and speed as continuous variables. The

velocity-based models can simulate pedestrian movements without calcu-

lating force terms, so inertia effects do not occur. Thus, the implemen-

tation is easier than force-based models which are described by a second-

order ordinary differential equation (see Section 2.1.4). Different velocity-

based models have been proposed by introducing various formulations of

vi(t).

Contractile particle model

Baglietto and Parisi [3] presented the contractile particle model in which

pedestrians are represented as circles with variable radii. Velocity of

pedestrianiis described with desired velocityvi,dand escape velocityvi,e.

vi(t)=

⎧
⎨

⎩

vi,d if pedestrianiis free of contact,

vi,e otherwise,
(2.15)

wherevi,dis the desired velocity pointing destination from current posi-

tionxi, andvi,eis the escape velocity from the boundary of obstacles or

other pedestrians in contact. The desired velocityvi,dis

vi,d=vi,dei, (2.16)
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wherevi,dis the desired speed andeiis a unit vector in the desired direc-

tion. The desired speed is formulated as

vi,d=vd,max
ri−rmin
rmax−rmin

β

, (2.17)

wherevd,maxis the maximum desired speed which a pedestrian can attain

if his movement is not restricted by other pedestrians or obstacles. The

pedestrian radiusrivaries between the maximum radiusrmax and the

minimum radiusrmin. The exponentβcontrols the shape of desired speed

function in Equation (2.17).

The escape velocityvi,eis given as

vi,e=ve
jeij

jeij
, (2.18)

whereveis the escape speed andeijis a unit vector pointing from pedes-

trianjtoi. The escape speedveset to be the same as the maximum value

of desired speed, i.e.,ve=vd,max.

Gradient navigation model

Dietrich and Köster [21] introduced the gradient navigation model. In

the model, pedestrian motions are described with relaxed speedwi(t)and

navigation functionN(xi,t):

dxi(t)

dt
=wi(t)N(xi,t) (2.19)

Here, the navigation functionN(xi,t)represents desired walking direc-

tion. The relaxed speedwi(t)is given as

dwi(t)

dt
=
1

τ
vd N(xi,t)−wi(t), (2.20)

whereτis relaxation constant, andvdis the desired speed of pedestrian

iwhich is determined based on the local crowd densityρ(xi). The nav-

igation functionN is given as a superposition of navigation vectorsNT

andNP, and these navigation vectors are given as gradient of distance

functions. i.e.,

N(xi,t)=g(g(NT)+g(NP)), (2.21)

where,g(x)is a scaling function normalizing a vectorxto a length in[0,1].

Here,NT is desired walking direction vector which minimizes walking

time to destinationσ,

NT=−∇σ. (2.22)
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Repulsion effects from other pedestrians and obstacles are represented by

NP,

NP=−

⎛

⎝

j=i

∇Pi,j+
B

∇Pi,B

⎞

⎠, (2.23)

wherePi,jandPi,Bare functions of distance to other pedestrianjand

obstacleB, respectively. See Dietrich and Köster [21] for further details

of the model.

2.1.4 Force-based Models

While velocity-based models are formulated based on a first-order ordi-

nary differential equation, force-based models predict pedestrian motions

with a second-order ordinary differential equation, i.e.,

d2xi(t)

dt2
=fi(t). (2.24)

Here, fi(t)is the force acting on pedestrianiat time at timet. The

force-based models represent interactions among pedestrians with virtual

forces and can consider physical contacts among pedestrians similar to

the case of granular flows [24]. Different force-based models have been

proposed based on analogies with various forces in Newtonian mechanics.

The force-based models have been developed in order to describe pedes-

trian behaviors in detail, especially for the case of high pedestrian density.

Magnetic force model

By the analogy with Coulomb’s law, Okazaki [86] proposed the magnetic

force model. In the model, each pedestrian is modeled as a positively

charged particle, and similarly, obstacles such as walls and columns are

also modeled as positive poles. In contrast, the destination points are

represented as negative poles. According to the magnetic force model,

pedestrianiwalking towards his destination is described as a positively

charged particle attracted by a negative pole. Avoiding other pedestrians

and obstacles are described by repulsive accelerations acting on pedes-

trianifrom positively charged particles and poles. The magnetic force

Fi,mexerts on pedestrianifrom a negative pole is given as

Fi,m=
kq1q2r

r3
, (2.25)

wherekis magnetic force constant. The intensity of positively charged

particle (i.e., pedestrian) is indicated byq1, and that of negative pole (i.e.,

destination) is denoted byq2. The distance vector from pedestrianito a
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destination is denoted byrandris its magnitude. The repulsive acceler-

ation acting on pedestrianifrom pedestrianjis given as

aij=vicos(α) tan(β), (2.26)

whereviis the velocity of pedestriani. The angleαis defined between

viandvij. The angleβis defined betweenvijand a tangential line to

the circumference of pedestrianjfrom the position of pedestriani. Here,

vijis the relative velocity of pedestrianito pedestrianj. Note that, the

tangential line is crossing the velocity vector of pedestrianj.

Social force models

Although the magnetic force model is considered as the first force-based

model, the model has not been widely applied. This seems to be be-

cause the formulation and implementation of the magnetic force model

are complicated and not straightforward. Helbing and Molnár [42] pro-

posed the social force model, analogously to self-propelled particle mod-

els [22, 74, 98, 105]. The social force model [42] describes the pedestrian

movements as a superposition of driving, repulsive, and attractive force

terms. Each pedestrianiis modeled as a circle with radiusriin a two-

dimensional space. The position and velocity of each pedestrianiat time

t, denoted byxi(t)andvi(t), evolve according to the following equations:

dxi(t)

dt
=vi(t) (2.27)

and

dvi(t)

dt
=fi,d+

j=i

fij+
B

fiB+
A

fiA. (2.28)

Here, the driving forcefi,ddescribes the pedestrianiaccelerating to reach

its destination. The repulsive force between pedestriansiandj,fij, de-

notes the tendency of pedestrians to keep a certain distance from each

other. The repulsive force from boundaryB,fiB, shows the interaction be-

tween pedestrianiand boundaryB(i.e., walls and obstacles). The attrac-

tive forcefiAindicates pedestrian movements toward attractive stimuli.

The attractive stimuli can be, for instance, attractive interactions among

pedestrian group members or between pedestrians and attractions such

as shop displays and museum exhibits.

The driving forcefi,dis given as

fi,d=
vdei−vi(t)

τ
, (2.29)
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wherevdis the desired speed andeiis a unit vector in the desired di-

rection, independent of the position of the pedestriani. The relaxation

timeτcontrols how fast the pedestrianiadapts its velocity to the desired

velocity.

The repulsive force between pedestriansiandj, denoted byfij, is the

sum of the gradient of repulsive potential,

fij = −∇
dij
V(bij). (2.30)

Here, the repulsion potential represents the level of interpersonal repul-

sion associated with the relative positions of pedestriansiandj. Sim-

ilar to the relationship between force and potential energy in physics,

the interpersonal repulsive force can be expressed as the negative of the

derivate of the potential function. The repulsive potential is given as

V(dij) = Cplpexp −
bij
lp
. (2.31)

Here,Cpandlpdenote the strength and the range of repulsive interaction

between pedestrians, andbijis the effective distance between pedestri-

ansiandj. The social force models can be categorized according to the

formulation of the effective distancebij.

Circular specification (CS) [35] is the most simplistic form of the repul-

sive interaction, assuming thatbijis as a function ofdij, the distance

between pedestriansiandj,

bij=dij−(ri+rj). (2.32)

The explicit form offijcan be written as

fij = Cpexp
ri+rj−dij

lp
eij, (2.33)

whereeij=dij/dijis a unit vector pointing from pedestrianjto pedes-

triani, anddij≡xi−xjis the distance vector pointing from pedestrianj

to pedestriani. Due to its simplicity, CS has been widely applied for

agent-based modeling [37, 87, 89] and multiscale modeling [18, 46, 45].

Although CS describes the pedestrian motion with a minimal number of

parameters, it has limitation on reflecting the influence of relative veloc-

ity.

Helbing and Molnár [42] introduced Elliptical specification (ES-1), con-

sidering pedestrianj’s stride,yij≡vjΔtswith the stride timeΔts. The

effective distancebijis given as

bij=
1

2
(dij + dij−vjΔts)2− vjΔts2

=
1

2
(dij + dij−yij)2− yij2.

(2.34)
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Based on Equation (2.34), the explicit form offijis given as

fij = Cpexp −
bij
lp

dij + dij−yij
4bij

dij

dij
+
dij−yij

dij−yij
.

(2.35)

Later, Johanssonet al.[51] introduced ES-2, an improved version of the

ES-1, by revisingbijwith relative displacement of pedestriansiandj,

yij≡(vj−vi)Δts.

bij=
1

2
(dij + dij−(vj−vi)Δts)2− (vj−vi)Δts2

=
1

2
(dij + dij−yij)2− yij2,

(2.36)

The interpersonal elastic forcegijcan be added to the interpersonal

repulsion force termfijwhen the distancedijis smaller than the sum

rij=ri+rjof their radiiriandrj. Similar to the case of granular parti-

cles [24], Helbing [35] suggested the interpersonal elastic force as:

gij=h(rij−dij)kneij+kt[(vj−vi)·tij]tij , (2.37)

whereknandktare the normal and tangential elastic constants. A unit

vectoreijis pointing from pedestrianjto pedestriani, andtijis a unit

vector perpendicular toeij. The functionh(x)yieldsxifx>0, while it

gives0ifx≤0. Later, Moussaïdet al.[76] presented a simpler form of the

interpersonal compression mainly considering normal elastic force:

gij=knh(rij−dij)eij. (2.38)

The repulsive force from boundaries is

fiB=Cbexp −
diB
lb

eiB, (2.39)

wherediBis the perpendicular distance between pedestrianiand wall,

andeiBis the unit vector pointing from the wallBto the pedestriani.

The strength and the range of repulsive interaction from boundaries are

denoted byCbandlb.

In addition to the repulsive interactions, Helbing and Molnár [42] intro-

duced the attractive force term, indicating attractive interactions between

pedestrian group members and with attractions such as shop displays and

museum exhibits. Later, Xu and Duh [109] formulated the interaction be-

tween group membersiandk,fik, as a summation of a bonding and a

repulsive force between the members:

fik= −Cbexp
dik−rik
lb

+
Cp
2
exp

rik−dik
lp

eik. (2.40)
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The first term on the right-hand side indicates the bonding effect between

pedestrianiand group memberk, while the second term indicates the re-

pulsive interaction between the members. The strength and the range of

bonding force between pedestrians are denoted byCbandlb, respectively.

Note thatCpis the strength of interpersonal repulsion between individ-

ual pedestrians who are not in the same pedestrian group. Here,eikis

the unit vector pointing from group memberkto the pedestriani. Xu

and Duh [109] set the strength of repulsive force between group members

asCp/2, indicating that the repulsive force strength between same group

members is half of that among individuals who are not in the same group.

In another study, Moussaïdet al.[77] suggested a model of attractive

interaction among pedestrian group members,

fiG=−β1αivi+qAβ2eGi+
k=i

qRβ3eki. (2.41)

The first term on the right-hand side reflects the gazing behavior of a

group memberi. The second term indicates the attractive force between

group memberiand the center of the pedestrian groupG. The third term

shows the repulsive force between pedestrianigroup memberk. Here,β1

andβ2are the strength of the attractive interactions between group mem-

bers and for pedestrianiand the group centerG, respectively. The repul-

sive force strengthβ3is defined between pedestrianiand group member

k. Unit vectorseGi andekiare pointing from pedestrianito the group

centerGand pointing from pedestrianito group memberk, respectively.

The head rotation angle is denoted byα1. In addition,qAandqRare rel-

evant to threshold distance between pedestrianiand the group centerG,

and between pedestrianito group memberk.IfqA=1andqR =1, the

corresponding distance is smaller than the threshold values, otherwise 0.

Centrifugal force models

Yuet al.[111] proposed the centrifugal force model in which the repulsive

force term is analogous to centrifugal force in mechanics. In the social

force models, the repulsive force term is formulated as a derivative of re-

pulsive potential. Although the social force models have been extended in

order to incorporate relative velocity, the relative velocity is only associ-

ated with the interpersonal distance but not explicitly with the repulsive

force term. In the centrifugal force model, the repulsive force term is for-

mulated as a function of the relative velocity.

fij=−Kij
v2ij
dij
eij, (2.42)
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wherevijis the projection of the relative velocity of pedestriansiandjin

the directioneij,

vij=
1

2
[(vi−vj)·eij+ (vi−vj)·eij]. (2.43)

An anisotropic effect factorKijreflects that pedestrians react to others in

front of them within their angle of view180◦,

Kij=
1

2

vi·eij+ vi·eij
vi

. (2.44)

Likewise, the boundary repulsive force is given in the centrifugal force

model as

fiB=−KiB
v2iB
dij

eiB (2.45)

with

KiB=
1

2

vi·eiB+ vi·eiB
vi

. (2.46)

Later, Chraibiet al.[17] introduced the generalized centrifugal force

model with consideration of desired speed for the repulsive force terms.

The interpersonal repulsive force termfijis given as

fij=−Kij
(ηvd+vij)

2

dij−ri(vi)−rj(vj)
eij. (2.47)

Here,ηis the repulsive force strength parameter andriis required space

for pedestriani’s motion. They suggested the required space for strideri

as a function of torso size and pedestriani’s velocity,

ri(vi)=r0+viΔts, (2.48)

wherer0is torso size andΔtsis stride time. Similar to Equation (2.47),

the boundary repulsive force is given as

fiB=−KiB
(ηvd+vij)

2

diB−ri(vi)
eiB, (2.49)

wherebiBis the distance between boundaryBand pedestriani.

2.1.5 Remarks

Summary

In Section 2.1, I have reviewed modeling approaches including macro-

scopic and microscopic approaches. From a viewpoint of fluid dynamics,

macroscopic models treat pedestrians motions similar to fluid streams [47,
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48]. This type of approach can directly estimate pedestrian flow charac-

teristics such as pedestrian density and flow over a large area. However,

due to its modeling approach, macroscopic models do not explicitly reflect

interactions among pedestrians. Thus, macroscopic models are often lim-

ited to aggregated descriptions of pedestrian flow.

On the other hand, microscopic models view pedestrians as self-driven

particles. Numerous approaches have been proposed such as cellular au-

tomata (CA) [10, 12, 29], velocity-based models [3, 21], and force-based

models [42, 86, 111]. In CA-based approaches, space is discretized into

two-dimensional lattices where each cell can have at most one pedestrian.

Pedestrians move between cells according to the probability of movement.

The CA-based approaches offer simple and efficient computation but yield

limited accuracy on describing pedestrian movements due to the nature

of discretized time and space.

Velocity-based models predict pedestrian movements based on a first-

order ordinary differential equation. The velocity-based models can sim-

ulate pedestrian movements without calculating force terms, so inertia

effects do not occur. However, the velocity-based models provide a lim-

ited representation of high-density situations when physical interactions

among pedestrians become critical.

Force-based models describe pedestrian motions as a combination of

force terms that can be expressed as a second-order ordinary differen-

tial equation. Internal motivation and external stimuli are modeled as

force terms, and pedestrian trajectories are calculated by summing these

force terms in continuous space. Although force-based models can de-

scribe pedestrian behaviors in detail, they are computationally expensive.

Due to the existence of under-damped solutions in second-order ordinary

differential equations, sometimes force-based models can produce unre-

alistic inertia effects such as oscillatory behavior in pedestrian trajecto-

ries [17, 63, 64].

Table 2.1 classifies pedestrian models discussed in this section and Ta-

ble 2.2 summarizes advantages and limitations of different modeling ap-

proaches. Interested readers can find extensive reviews of pedestrian flow

models presented by Bellomo and Dogbe [7], Duiveset al.[23], Papadim-

itriouet al.[88], and Templetonet al.[101]. Bellomo and Dogbe [7] sum-

marized different mathematical models of crowd behaviors and discussed

issues on representation scales of the models. They pointed out chal-

lenges on developing macroscopic descriptions of collective phenomena
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Table 2.1.Classification of pedestrian models.

Macroscopic Models Hughes models [47, 48]

Cellular Automata Gipps-Marksjö model [29]

Blue-Adler model [10]

Floor field model [12, 61]

Velocity-based Models Contractile particle model [3]

Gradient navigation model [21]

Force-based Models Magnetic force model [86]

Social force models [35, 42, 51]

Centrifugal force models [17, 111]

Table 2.2.Advantages and limitations of different modeling approaches.

Modeling Advantages Limitations

Approaches

Macroscopic computationally cheap aggregated descriptions

Models

Cellular simple limited accuracy

Automata efficient computing

Velocity-based no inertia effect lack of physical interactions

Models

Force-based detailed presentations computationally expensive

Models inertia effect
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based on microscopic models of individual behaviors. Duiveset al.[23]

compared crowd simulation models and assessed the models’ capability

for predicting self-organized phenomena in various geometries of indoor

space. Papadimitriouet al.[88] reviewed pedestrian movement models

and crossing behavior studies in urban environments. They emphasized

the importance of integrating pedestrian movement models with decision-

making models such as crossing behavior models. Templetonet al.[101]

examined the underlying assumptions of various crowd behavior models

and reported that the majority of crowd behavior models fails to replicate

realistic large-scale collective behaviors that have been observed in the

previous empirical studies.

This dissertation has investigated collective patterns of pedestrian flow

emerging from interactions between pedestrians and attractions. In or-

der to incorporate behavioral aspects of individuals, the microscopic mod-

eling approach was employed. Among various microscopic models, the

social force models have been widely applied, for instance, in agent-based

modeling [37, 87, 89] and multiscale modeling [18, 46, 45], due to their

simplicity. The repulsive force terms in the models are given as natu-

ral exponential functions that are easy to integrate and differentiate. The

social force models have produced promising results in that the model em-

bodies behavioral elements and physical forces. The original model and

its variants have successfully demonstrated various interesting phenom-

ena such as lane formation [42], bottleneck oscillation [42], and turbulent

movement [110]. Accordingly, the social force model was selected for this

dissertation.

Gaps in the existing social force models

Different specifications of repulsive force terms have been proposed for the

social force models, such as circular specification (CS) [35], elliptical spec-

ification (ES-1) [42], an improved version of the ES-1 (ES-2) introduced by

Johanssonet al.[51]. Furthermore, improved numerical implementations

of the models have been suggested in order to suppress oscillatory behav-

ior in pedestrian trajectories [63, 64]. In addition to the repulsive interac-

tions, the effect of attractive interactions also has been investigated, first

introduced by Helbing and Molnár [42]. For example, Xu and Duh [109]

simulated bonding effects of pedestrian groups and evaluated their im-

pacts on pedestrian flows. In another study, Moussaïdet al.[77] analyzed

attractive interactions among pedestrian group members and their spa-
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tial patterns. However, little attention has been paid to the attractive

interactions between pedestrians and attractions.

Based on the review of existing social force models, it is identified that

relatively little is known about the effect of attractive interactions be-

tween pedestrians and attractions. Therefore, this dissertation aims at

proposing numerical simulation models to study the attractive interac-

tions between pedestrians and attractions.

2.2 The Concept of Phases

Phase is one of the fundamental concepts in thermodynamics and statis-

tical physics [94, 96]. In these areas, phases indicate different forms of a

material or a system of particles. For instance,H2Ois in ice, liquid water,

or vapor phases depending on temperature and pressure. If a material is

in a certain phase, it means that the physical properties of the material

are homogeneous even if there are small changes in external conditions.

For instance, the specific heat capacity of water is virtually constant if it is

in a phase such as water, ice, or vapor. A phase transition can be defined

when one can observe a qualitative change from one phase to another by

controlling an independent variable. As an example, boiling water shows

a phase transition from liquid water to vapor as temperature increases. A

phase diagram depicts different phases in a graph as a function of control

variables.

The term “phase” often indicates different jam patterns in freeway traf-

fic studies. In two-phase traffic theory [79, 104, 106], traffic flow patterns

can be classified into either free flow phase or jammed phase. In the free

flow phase, the vehicle density is not high and vehicles can keep large

enough distance among them. Although interactions among vehicles ex-

ist, the interactions do not significantly reduce the speed of freeway traf-

fic. In the jammed phase, on the other hand, interactions among vehicles

come into effect, so movements of a vehicle can be restricted by other vehi-

cles. Consequently, the vehicle speed is decreasing as the vehicle density

is growing. Speed drop and stop-and-go patterns can be observed when

the freeway traffic turns into the congested phase. According to three-

phase traffic theory [55, 57], the traffic flow patterns are categorized into

three phases: free flow, synchronized flow, and wide moving jam phases.

In the synchronized flow phase, average speed becomes significantly lower

than in the free flow phase, but stopping behavior is not notable yet. The
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speed drop is often observed at a fixed location and usually does not move

upstream. In the wide moving jam phase, however, a congested area prop-

agates upstream and it can move through an area in any state of free or

synchronized free phases. In this case, one can observe a coexisting of

wide moving jam and either free or synchronized free phases. Stop-and-

go patterns can be observed in that vehicles have to stop when they ap-

proach the congested area and then speed up when they leave the areas.

Furthermore, various jam patterns can be further categorized in terms

of multi-phases according to spatio-temporal patterns of the congested

area [39, 93].

In pedestrian flow studies, growing body of literature has mainly focused

on jamming transitions, thus the concept of phases is frequently utilized

similar to the case of vehicular traffic studies. For example, Ezakiet

al.[25] and Suzunoet al.[100] summarized their study results by pre-

senting jammed phase. Nowak and Schadschneider [85] studied lane for-

mation in bidirectional flow and suggested four phases including free flow,

disorder, lanes, and gridlock phases. Although moving between places is

not the only purpose of pedestrian walking, many of pedestrian flow stud-

ies have only focused on pedestrian jams in line with pedestrian mobility.

Consequently, there remains a need for further research to quantify vari-

ous patterns or phases in pedestrian motions.

In self-propelled particle studies, the concept of phases has been ap-

plied for representing various patterns of collective motions. For instance,

D’Orsognaet al.[22] summarized the collective patterns of self-propelled

particles based on configurational patterns, such as clumps, ring clump-

ing, and rings. Similar to self-propelled particles, pedestrians can freely

move in a two-dimensional space, and their motion shows different pat-

terns not only when they travel but also when they form groups and

gather around near an attraction. Therefore, the concept of phases can

be applied to explain various patterns of pedestrian motions. In this dis-

sertation, macroscopic measures are introduced to characterize different

phases of collective pedestrian behaviors.
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3. Numerical Simulation Models

In this chapter, I explain numerical simulation models developed in this

dissertation. First, I present a numerical simulation model of attractive

interactions between pedestrians and attractions. Analogously to self-

propelled particle models [22, 74], the attractive interactions between

pedestrians and attractions are expressed as a superposition of attractive

and repulsive force terms. For simplicity, all the pedestrians are subject

to the same attractive interactions. The attractive force term makes the

pedestrians approach the attractions. The repulsive force term keeps the

pedestrians a certain distance from the attractions. Like other social force

terms, the attractive force and repulsive force terms in the attractive in-

teraction model are given in an exponential form with the strength and

range parameters. Development of the model is described in Section 3.1.

Second, I show a joining behavior model which is inspired by the stimu-

lus crowd effect studied by Milgramet al.[72] and Gallupet al.[27]. Their

studies reported that more passersby adapted the behavior of stimulus

group as the group size grows. The group members were asked to look up

an object on a busy city street for a short time, raising the awareness of

the object. Based on their findings, it was assumed that the probability of

joining an attraction increases according to the number of pedestrians at-

tending the attraction. If an individual joins an attraction, then he or she

stays there for a certain length of time. After the individual leaves the at-

traction, he or she is not going to visit there anymore. Pedestrian motions

were numerically described with the social force model and the joining

behavior model. Formulation of the model is presented in Section 3.2.

Third, I describe the setup of numerical simulations on pedestrian flow

near an attendee cluster. The pedestrians were categorized into two types:

attracted pedestrians and passersby. The attracted pedestrians decided

to join an attraction according to the joining behavior model presented
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in Section 3.2. The passersby are the pedestrians who are not interested

in the attraction, thus they do not visit the attraction. It was assumed

that they aimed at smoothly bypassing obstacles while walking towards

their destination. The concept of attainable speed was implemented by

which each pedestrian adjusted his desired walking speed depending on

available space in front of him. Introducing attainable speed of pedestrian

motion prevented excessive overlaps among pedestrians. Consequently, it

provided a better representation of pedestrian stopping behavior. Details

of the numerical simulation model are explained in Section 3.3.

Numerical simulations have been performed for a straight corridor of

lengthLalongx-axis and widthW alongy-axis. It has been assumed

that a straight corridor is a basic element of pedestrian facilities, and the

pedestrian facilities can be modeled as a combination of such straight cor-

ridors. In this dissertation, the corridor lengthLis considerably larger

than the corridor widthW in order to make sure that all the pedestri-

ans can see attractions on lower or upper boundaries of the corridor. The

study of pedestrian jams induced by an attraction can be performed by

settingW small. A long straight corridor provides enough space for a

pedestrian queue formed upstream of an attraction. For the straight cor-

ridor, bidirectional pedestrian flow was mainly considered. That is, one

half of the population is walking towards the right boundary of the corri-

dor from the left, and the opposite direction for the other half. Pedestrians

were represented as circles with radiusri. They moved with desired speed

vd=1.2m/s and with relaxation timeτ=0.5s, and their speed was lim-

ited tovmax =2.0m/s. Here, the desired speed is defined as a speed at

which a pedestrian would like to walk if one’s walking is not hindered by

other pedestrians. The relaxation time controls how fast the pedestrian

adapts current speed to desired speed. Pedestrian trajectories were up-

dated with the social force model in Section 2.1.4 for each simulation time

stepΔt=0.05s. Relevant equations for updating pedestrian motions are

presented as

dvi(t)

dt
=fi,d+

j=i

fij+
B

fiB, (3.1)
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with

fi,d=
vdei−vi(t)

τ
,

fij=Cpexp −
bij
lp

dij + dij−yij
4bij

dij

dij
+
dij−yij

dij−yij
+gij,

bij=
1

2
(dij + dij−yij)2− yij2,

yij=(vj−vi)Δts,

fiB=Cbexp −
diB
lb

eiB.

(3.2)

Following previous studies [109, 112, 114], the first-order Euler method

was employed for a numerical integration of Equation (3.1). The numeri-

cal integration of Equation (3.1) was discretized as

vi(t+Δt)=vi(t)+ai(t)Δt,

xi(t+Δt)=xi(t)+vi(t+Δt)Δt.
(3.3)

Here,ai(t)is the acceleration of pedestrianiat timetand the velocity of

pedestrianiat timetis given asvi(t). The position of pedestrianiat time

tis denoted byxi(t).

Specific setups of each study are further explained in the following sec-

tions.

3.1 Study I: Attractive Force Model

In Study I, the collective effects of attractive interactions between pedes-

trians and attractions were numerically studied by devising an attractive

force termfiA. The attractive force termfiAindicates pedestrian move-

ments toward attractive stimuli, for instance, shop displays and museum

exhibits. The attractive force toward attractions was modeled similarly

to the interaction between pedestrians and the wall, but in terms of both

attractive and repulsive interactions. The repulsive effect of attractions

is necessary so that pedestrians can keep a certain distance from attrac-

tions.

Mogilner et al.[74] suggested that attractive interactions among indi-

viduals can be modeled by adding repulsion and attraction terms, i.e.,

F=Crexp −
dij
lr

−Caexp −
dij
la
, (3.4)

whereFis the magnitude of the attractive force between a pair of indi-

viduals. The distance between two individualsiandjare represented
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bydij. Repulsion and attraction strength parameters are indicated byCr

andCa, respectively. Range parameters are denoted bylrfor repulsion

andlafor attraction. They also noted that short-range strong repulsive

and long-range weak attractive interactions are needed to make the in-

dividuals keep a certain distance between them while forming a stable

group. Mogilneret al.[74] and D’Orsognaet al.[22] demonstrated that

the pairwise attractive and repulsive forces in Equation (3.4) can repro-

duce various formations of swarm particles.

Analogously to self-propelled particle models [22, 74], the strength and

range of attractive force were modeled as

fiA= Crexp
ri−diA
lr

−Caexp
ri−diA
la

eiA. (3.5)

The distance between pedestrianiand attractionAis indicated bydiA,

andeiAis the unit vector pointing from attractionAto pedestriani. Here,

Caandladenote the strength and the range of attractive interaction to-

ward attractions, respectively. Similarly,Crandlrdenote the strength

and the range of repulsive interaction from attractions. As in Refer-

ence [74], the strength and range parameters were set to beCr>Caand

la>lr. By these conditions, the attractions attract distant pedestrians

but not too close to the attractions. Pedestrian radiusriis incorporated

with the model to consider the effect of pedestrian size on effective dis-

tance between pedestrianiand attractionA.

The presented model in Equation (3.5) was coupled with the social force

model presented in Equation (3.1). Accordingly, the social force model was

given as

dvi(t)

dt
=fi,d+

j=i

fij+
B

fiB+
A

fiA. (3.6)

The interpersonal elastic forcegijin Equation (3.2) was given as

gij=h(rij−dij)kneij+kt[(vj−vi)·tij]tij . (3.7)

Other force terms in the implementation were same as in Equation (3.2).

In numerical simulations, the corridor dimensions were set asL=25m

andW =4m, with periodic boundary condition in the direction of x-

axis. According to the periodic boundary condition, pedestrians walk into

the corridor through one side when they have left through the opposite

side. Periodic boundary condition was used in order to keep the number of

pedestrians constant over the corridor during the numerical simulations.

Five attractions were placed for every5monboth upper and lower walls
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of the corridor. To consider the dimension of attractions, each attraction

was modeled as three point masses: one point at the center, the other

two points at the distance of 0.5 m from the center. The parameters of

the repulsive force terms were given based on previous works:Cp=3,

lp=0.2,Δts=0.5,kn=25,kt=12.5,Cb=10, andlb=0.2[36, 42, 51,

76]. Here, the values ofCrandlrwere set to be the same asCbandlb.

In Study I, short-range strong repulsive and long-range weak attractive

interactions were considered, thus the values ofCaandlawere chosen

such thatla>lrandCa<Cr. Accordingly, the value oflawere set to be

1. The effect of attractive interaction toward attractions can be studied by

controlling the ratio ofCatoCr, defining the relative attraction strength

C = Ca/CrwithCr=10. The pedestrian densityρ= N/Awas also

controlled for the corridor areaA= 100m2. At the initial timet=0,

pedestrian positions were randomly generated with uniform distribution

over the whole corridor without overlapping.

3.2 Study II: Joining Behavior Model

Study I examined attractive interactions between pedestrians and attrac-

tions by appending the attractive force toward the attractions as shown

in Equation (3.5). Although the extended social force model can produce

various collective patterns of pedestrian movements, Study I did not ex-

plicitly take into account selective attention. The selective attention is

a widely recognized behavioral mechanism by which people can focus on

tempting stimuli and disregard uninteresting ones [31, 108].

Furthermore, it has been widely believed that individual choice behavior

can be influenced by social influence from other individuals. For instance,

previous studies on stimulus crowd effects reported that a passerby is

more likely to shift his attention towards the crowd as its size grows [27,

72]. This belief is generally accepted in the marketing area, which can be

interpreted that having more visitors in a store can attract more passersby

to the store [6, 14]. It was also suggested that the sensitivity to others’

choice is different for different places, time-of-day, and visitors’ motiva-

tion [27, 53]. In addition, the social influence is also relevant to under-

stand individual choice behavior in emergency evacuations. Helbinget

al.[37] suggested that pedestrians in evacuation scenarios were likely to

follow the movement of the majority group due to the lack of informa-

tion. Kinatederet al.[59] discovered that evacuees tended to follow the
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routes taken by others in virtual reality (VR) experiments of tunnel fires.

Based on laboratory experiments of simulated evacuations, Haghani and

Sarvi [33] confirmed that evacuees preferred an exit having more crowds

to other exits when the evacuees were unaware of situations of every exit.

Based on the idea of selective attention [31, 108] and social influence [6,

14, 27, 53, 72], it was assumed that an individual decided whether he

or she was going to visit an attraction based on the number of pedes-

trians attending the attraction. This is also known as a preferential at-

tachment which can be observed in scientific paper citation [90], network

growth [83, 99], and animal group size dynamics [84, 99]. According to

Gallupet al.[27], the preferential attachment model can be written as

P(Ni)=
Nki

Nki+N
k
j

, (3.8)

whereP(Ni)is the probability of attachment. The number of pedestrians

in groupsiandjare denoted byNiandNj, respectively. The exponentk

controls the probability function shape. Fork=1, the probability function

increases as the group size grows and then saturates when the group size

is large enough. Ifk≥2, the probability function sharply increases before

it reaches a particular value, showing a quorum response [99]. Similar

to the studies of Milgramet al.[72] and Gallupet al.[27], the exponent

kwas set to be 1. For the case of joining behavior, the subscriptican be

replaced byaindicating pedestrians already joined an attraction. Like-

wise, the subscriptjcan be replaced by0denoting pedestrians who are

not stopping by the attraction. In other words,NaandN0are the number

of pedestrians who have already joined and for the pedestrians who have

not joined the attraction yet, respectively. In addition,Nawas multiplied

by social influence parametersin order to reflect the sensitivity to others’

choice.

Pa=
sNa

N0+sNa
, (3.9)

where the social influence parameters >0can be also understood as

pedestrians’ awareness of the attraction. The above equation shows that

the choice probability increases whensorNagrows. However, the choice

probability cannot be estimated if there is nobody within the range of

perception. In order to avoid such indeterminate case,K0andKawere

introduced as baseline values ofNaandN0, respectively, i.e.,

Pa=
s(Na+Ka)

(N0+K0)+s(Na+Ka)
. (3.10)
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According to previous studies [27, 53, 72], it was assumed that the strength

of social influence can be different for different situations and can be con-

trolled in Equation (3.10). When there is nobody near the attraction (i.e.,

NaandN0are 0), the joining probability becomesPa=sKa/(K0+sKa).

In this case, the joining probability depends on the values ofK0andKa,

meaning that an individual is more likely join the attraction as the value

ofKaincreases.

When an individual can see an attraction in the perception rangeRi=

10m, the individual evaluates the joining probability in Equation (3.10).

If the individual decides to join the attraction, then he or she shifts de-

sired direction vectoreitoward the attraction. Once an individual has

joined an attraction, he or she will stay near the attraction for an expo-

nentially distributed time with an average duration of visiting an attrac-

tiontd[27, 42, 67]. After a lapse oftd, the individual leaves the attrac-

tion and continues walking towards initial destination, not visiting the

attraction again. Whiletdwas observed on the order of a second in Refer-

ences [27, 72],tdwas a control variable in Study II ranging up to 300 s in

order to consider different types of attractions in terms oftd.

Pedestrian motions were updated with the social force model presented

in Equation (3.1). Comparing to the setup of Study I, a simpler form

of interpersonal elastic forcegijin Equation (3.2) was given as in Refer-

ence [76], i.e.,

gij=knh(rij−dij)eij. (3.11)

Other force terms in the implementation are same as in Equation (3.2).

In numerical simulations, the corridor dimensions were set asL=30m

andW =6m, with periodic boundary condition in the direction of x-

axis. An attraction was placed at the center of the lower wall, i.e., at

the distance of 15 m from the left boundary of the corridor. The number of

pedestrians in the corridor,N, was given as 100. As in Study I, pedestrian

positions were randomly generated with a uniform distribution over the

whole corridor without overlapping. The parameters of the repulsive force

terms were given based on previous works:Cp=3,lp=0.2,Δts=0.5,k=

62.5,Cb=10, andlb=0.2[42, 51, 66, 76]. For simplicity,KaandK0were

set to be 1, meaning that both options are equally attractive when the

individual would see nobody within his perception range. An individual

was counted as an attending pedestrian if his efficiency of motionEi=

(vi·ei)/vdwas lower than 0.05 within a range of 3 m from the center of the

attraction after he decided to join there. The efficiency of motion indicates
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how much the driving force contributes to the progress of pedestriani

towards his destination with a range from 0 to 1 [38, 66]. Here,Ei=1

implies that the individual is walking towards his destination with the

desired velocity while lowerEiindicates that an individual is distracted

from his initial destination because of the attraction.

3.3 Study III: Modeling Pedestrian Flow near an Attendee Cluster

In Study III, the corridor dimensions were set asL=60m andW =4m,

with an open boundary condition in the direction ofx-axis. An attraction

was placed at the center of the lower wall, i.e., at the distance of 30 m from

the left boundary of the corridor. An open boundary condition was em-

ployed in order to continuously supply passersby to the corridor. By doing

so, pedestrians can enter the corridor regardless of the number of leav-

ing pedestrians. On the other hand, if the number of pedestrians in the

corridor is fixed by periodic boundary condition, the number of passersby

tends to decrease as the number of attracted pedestrians increases.

The number of pedestrians in the corridor was associated with the pedes-

trian influxQ, i.e., the arrival rate of pedestrians entering the corridor.

The unit ofQis indicated by P/s, which stands for pedestrians per sec-

ond. Based on previous studies [69, 71], the pedestrian inter-arrival time

was assumed to follow a shifted exponential distribution. That is, pedes-

trians were entering the corridor independently and their arrival pattern

was not influenced by that of others. The minimum headway was set to

0.4s between successive pedestrians entering the corridor, which is large

enough to prevent overlaps between arriving pedestrians.

Pedestrians were entering the corridor through the left and the right

boundaries in case of bidirectional flow scenario. The corridor boundaries

were sliced into inlets with a width of 0.5 m which is slightly larger than

pedestrian size (i.e.,2ri=0.4m), so there are 8 inlets on each boundary.

In each inlet, pedestrians were entering the corridor unassociated with

entering pedestrians in the neighboring inlets. For each entering pedes-

trian, the vertical position was randomly generated based on uniform dis-

tribution within the entering inlet without overlapping with other nearby

pedestrians and boundaries. In effect, pedestrians were inserted at ran-

dom places on either side.

In addition to bidirectional flow scenario, unidirectional flow was also

considered because one can observe different collective patterns of passersby
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that were not observed in the bidirectional flow. In unidirectional flow

scenario, all the pedestrians were entering the corridor through the left

boundary and walking towards the right.

Similar to Study II, pedestrian motions were updated with the social

force model in Equation (3.1). However, the formulation of desired speed

vdin driving force termfi,dwas modified in order to provide a better repre-

sentation of pedestrian stopping behavior. Inspired by the previous stud-

ies [16, 89], it was assumed that the desired speedvdis an attainable

speed of pedestrianidepending on the available walking space in front of

the pedestrian,

vd=min{v0,dij/Tc}, (3.12)

wherev0is a comfortable walking speed anddijis the distance between

pedestrianiand the first pedestrianjencountering with pedestrianiin

the course ofvi. Time-to-collisionTcrepresents how much time remains

for a collision of two pedestriansiandj. In line with previous studies [54,

76], time-to-collisionTcwas estimated by extending current velocities of

pedestriansiandj,viandvj, from their current positions,xiandxj:

Tc=
β− β2−αγ

α
, (3.13)

whereα= vi−vj
2,β=(xi−xj)·(vi−vj), andγ= xi−xj

2−(ri+rj)
2.

Note thatTcis valid forTc>0, meaning that pedestriansiandjare in

a course of collision, whereasTc<0implies the opposite case. IfTc=0,

disks of pedestriansiandjare in contact.

It was assumed that passersby aim at smoothly bypassing obstacles

while walking towards their destination. Note that passersby in Study III

are the pedestrians who are not interested in the attraction, thus they do

not visit the attraction. Analogously to the potential flow in fluid dynam-

ics [1, 5] and in pedestrian stream model [48], the streamline function

was employed to steer passersby between boundaries of the corridor. The

streamlines represent plausible trajectories of particles smoothly bypass-

ing obstacles, and the partial derivatives of the streamlines can express

the flow velocity components in x- and y-directions for a locationz=(x, y).

For passerby flow moving near an attraction, an attendee cluster can act

as an obstacle. It was assumed that passersby set their initial desired

walking directionei,0along the streamlines. As reported in a previous

study [67], the shape of an attendee cluster near an attraction can be

approximated as a semicircle. By doing so, one can set the streamline
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functionψfor passerby traffic similar to the case of fluid flow around a

circular cylinder in a two dimensional space [1, 5]:

ψ=v0dzAsin(θz) 1−
rc
dzA

, (3.14)

wherev0is the comfortable walking speed anddzAis the distance between

the center of the semicircleAand locationz=(x, y). The angleθzwas

measured betweeny=0m anddzA. The attendee cluster size at timetis

denoted byrc=rc(t). To measurerc, the walking area near the attraction

was sliced into thin layers with the width of a pedestrian size (i.e.,2ri=

0.4m) in the horizontal direction. From the bottom layer to the top layer,

one can count the number of layers consecutively occupied by attendees.

The attendee cluster sizercwas then obtained by multiplying the number

of consecutive layers by the layer width0.4m. The initial desired walking

directionei,0can be obtained as

ei,0=
∂ψ

∂y
,−
∂ψ

∂x
. (3.15)

Note that passersby pursue their initial destination, thus their desired

walking directioneiis identical toei,0given in Equation (3.15), i.e,ei=

ei,0.

The repulsive forcefijwas also modified to simulate the motions of at-

tracted pedestrians near an attraction and passersby who do not visit the

attraction. The anisotropic functionωijwas included infijin order to

represents pedestriani’s directional sensitivity to pedestrianj[51]. The

modified repulsive forcefijis given as

fij=ωijCpexp −
bij
lp

dij + dij−yij
4bij

dij

dij
+
dij−yij

dij−yij
(3.16)

with

ωij=λij+(1−λij)
1+cosφij

2
. (3.17)

Here,0≤λij≤1is pedestriani’s minimum anisotropic strength against

pedestrianj. The angleφijwas measured between velocity vector of

pedestriani,vi, and relative location of pedestrianjwith respect to pedes-

triani,dji=xj−xi. In Study III, pedestrians were represented as non-

elastic solid discs in order to mimic pedestrian stopping behavior. Thus,

interpersonal elastic forcegijcompression among pedestrians was not

modeled.

The parameters of the repulsive force terms were given based on previ-

ous works:Cp=3,lp=0.3,Δts=2.5,Cb=6, andlb=0.3[42, 51, 66, 67,
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113]. The minimum anisotropic strengthλijwas set to 0.25 for attendees

near the attraction and 0.5 for others, yielding that the attendees exert

smaller repulsive force on others than passersby do. Consequently, the

attendees can stay closer to the attraction while being less disturbed by

the passersby.

As in Study II, an individual evaluates the joining probability when the

attraction can be seen by the individual10m ahead. The joining behav-

ior model was implemented as in Study II, but the average duration of

visiting an attractiontdwas set to be30s. While the influence oftdon

pedestrian visiting behavior was one of the main interests in Study II,

Study III focused on the impact ofQandson passerby traffic flow near

an attraction. Setting up the value oftdas30s enables one to observe

enough number of passersby and attendees near the attraction. Iftdis

too small, an attendee cluster might not be observed. On the other hand,

iftdis too large, passerby flow might not exist because largetdtends to

produce a large attendee cluster which can block the corridor.
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4. Results

4.1 Study I: Collective Dynamics of Attracted Pedestrians

To study collective dynamics of attractive interactions between pedestri-

ans and attractions, the attractive force model presented in Section 3.1

was implemented and examined in Study I. Extensive numerical simu-

lations were performed by controlling relative attraction strengthCand

pedestrian densityρ.

One can predict four representative patterns depending onCandρ.

When ρis low, three different phases are observed. For smallC, pedes-

trians walk to their destinations without being influenced by attractions,

which shows a free flow phase (see Figure 4.1(a)). For intermediate val-

ues ofC, the attractive interactions lead to an agglomerate phase where

pedestrians form stable clusters around attractions, as shown in Figure 4.1(b).

When Cis strong, one can observe a competitive phase characterized by

pedestrians rushing into attractions and pushing others; see Figure 4.1(c).

Ifρis high, the agglomerate phase is not observed anymore. Instead, the

free moving and competitive phases coexist only for the intermediate at-

tractive interaction (see Figure 4.1(d)).

These collective patterns of pedestrian movements or phases were char-

acterized by introducing the efficiency of motionEand the normalized

kinetic energyK[38] as following:

E=
1

N

N

i=1

vi·ei
vd

(4.1)

and

K=
1

N

N

i=1

vi
2

v2d
. (4.2)

Here ·represents an average over 60 independent simulation runs after
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Figure 4.1.(color online) Snapshots of numerical simulations for various collective pat-

terns: (a) free moving, (b) agglomerate, (c) competitive phase, and (d) coex-

istence subphase. The attractions, depicted by rectangles, are located on the

walls of the corridor with periodic boundary conditions in the horizontal di-

rection. Blue and red circles depict the pedestrians with desired directions

to the left and to the right, respectively. (e) Phase diagram summarizing the

numerical results. The parameter space of the pedestrian densityρand the

relative attraction strengthCis divided into four regions by means ofC0(◦),

C+(), andCmin (×). Here,C0shows the critical point at which the efficiency

of motionEbecomes zero.C+denotes parameter combination(ρ, C)at which

the normalized kinetic energyKbegins to grow from 0 whileE=0.Cmin in-

dicates parameter combination(ρ, C)at which∂K/∂C >0whileE>0.

reaching the stationary state. The efficiency reflects the contribution of

the driving force in the pedestrian motion. If all the pedestrians walk with

their desired velocity, the efficiency becomes1. On the other hand, the

zero efficiency can be obtained if pedestrians do not move in their desired

directions and form clusters at attractions. The normalized kinetic energy
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has the value of0if all the pedestrians do not move, otherwise it has a

positive value.

Based on those macroscopic measures, different phases were identified.

For a givenρ,Edecreased according toC, meaning that pedestrians are

more distracted from their desired velocity due to the larger strength of

attractions. Interestingly,Ebecame0at a finite value ofC = C0(ρ),

indicating the transition from the free moving phase to the agglomerate

phase for lowρor to the competitive phase for highρ.AsCincreased,K

turned to be0at the same critical point ofC=C0, and then gradually

increased from0atC=C+(ρ)withC+ ≥C0. The boundaries among

different phases were characterized in terms ofC0andC+. For low values

ofρ, the free moving phase forC<C0was characterized by

E>0andK>0, (4.3)

indicating that kinetic energy of pedestrian motion is mostly used for

progressing towards their destinations. The upper boundary of free flow

phase was identified byC=C0(ρ)at whichEbecomes0.ForC0<C<

C+, the agglomerate phase was characterized by

E=K=0, (4.4)

showing that pedestrians came to a standstill. WhenC>C+, the com-

petitive phase by

E=0andK>0, (4.5)

reflecting that pedestrians do not walk in their desired directions but still

moving near the attractions. For high values ofρ, however,Kdecreased

and then increased according toCbut without becoming zero. The strik-

ing difference from the case with lowρis the existence of parameter region

characterized by both

E>0and
∂K

∂C
>0. (4.6)

This implies that some pedestrians rush into attractions as in the com-

petitive phase (i.e.,∂K/∂C >0), while other pedestrians move in their

desired directions as in the free moving phase (i.e.,E>0). The moving

pedestrians are also attracted by attractions but cannot stay around them

because of interpersonal repulsion effect by other pedestrians closer to at-

tractions. Thus, this parameter region was characterized as a coexistence

subphase. The coexistence subphase belongs to the free moving phase in

the sense that the coexistence subphase was also characterized byE>0

andK>0. However, one can identify the lower boundary of coexistence
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subphase by determiningCmin that minimizesK. The upper boundary

to the competitive phase was determined by the critical pointC0.Itwas

found thatC0(ρ)is an increasing function ofρbecause stronger attrac-

tions are needed to entice more pedestrians. Different phases character-

izing different collective patterns of pedestrians and transitions among

them were summarized in the phase diagram of Figure 4.1(e).

The appearance of various phases in Study I can be explained by the

interplay between attraction strength and interpersonal repulsion effect.

If the pedestrian density is low, one can observe the transition from the

free phase to the agglomerate phase and finally to the competitive phase.

AsCincreases, pedestrians tend to be more distracted from their veloc-

ity due to the larger strength of attractions, yielding to the appearance

of the agglomerate phase. After the agglomerate phase emerges, further

increasingCleads to competitive phase. In this phase, attracted pedes-

trians jostle each other because of the interpersonal repulsion effect. As

Cincreases, their jostling behavior becomes more severe because higher

Cincreases the desire to reaching the attractions, leading to smaller in-

terpersonal distance. Consequently, the interpersonal repulsion effect be-

comes critical. For high pedestrian density, the agglomerate phase does

not appear and the coexistence subphase emerges. The moving pedestri-

ans are also attracted by the attractions but cannot stay around the at-

tractions. This is due to the interpersonal repulsion effect by other pedes-

trians closer to the attractions.

4.2 Study II: Visiting Behavior

In Study II, the pedestrian joining behavior model in Section 3.2 was im-

plemented and numerically studied in order to understand the collective

patterns of pedestrians’ visiting behavior. Note that while pedestrians in

Study I were subject to the same equation of motion, the joining behavior

model in Study II enabled pedestrians to make decisions between walk-

ing in the desired direction and stopping by an attraction. The numeri-

cal simulation results showed different patterns of pedestrian movements

depending on the social influence strengthsand the average duration of

visiting an attractiontd.Ifsis weak, one can define an unsaturated phase

where some pedestrians move towards the attraction while others walk in

their desired directions; see Figure 4.2(a). For large values ofs, a satu-

rated phase can be defined, in which every pedestrian near the attraction
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Figure 4.2.(color online) Snapshots of numerical simulations for different collective pat-

terns: (a) unsaturated phase and (b) saturated phase. The attraction, de-

picted by an orange rectangle, is located at the center of the lower wall. Filled

red and hollow blue circles depict the pedestrians who have and have not

visited the attraction, respectively. (c) A feasibility zone of effective improve-

ments and an envelope of the saturated phase. The red shaded area depicts

a feasibility zone of the effective improvements characterized in terms of the

marginal benefits. The blue solid line with circle symbols represents the en-

velope of the saturated phase.

is joining or has visited the attraction, as shown in Figure 4.2(b). These

different patterns were characterized by comparingNpandNv. One can

defineNpas the number of pedestrians near the attraction, i.e., within

a range ofRa=10m from the center of the attraction, andNvas the

number of pedestrians near the attraction who have visited the attrac-

tion. Here, a pedestrian is considered as “having visited an attraction” if

one is joining there or one has left the attraction after having stayed there

fortd. The saturated phase was characterized by

Nv=Np, (4.7)

indicating that all the pedestrians near the attraction have visited the

attraction. On the other hand, the unsaturated phase was characterized
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by

Nv<Np, (4.8)

where some pedestrians have visited the attraction while others walk in

their desired directions.

In addition to describing observed visiting patterns, two marginal ben-

efits of facility improvements were also evaluated to reflect the change

inNv. It was assumed that facility improvements can be achieved by ei-

ther increasing the social influence strengthsor the average duration of

visiting an attractiontd. Accordingly, the marginal benefits were calcu-

lated as the first derivate ofNvwith respect tosandtd, respectively. If

the marginal benefits are significant, the corresponding parameter region

ofsandtdis denoted by a feasibility zone of the effective improvements.

That is, higher increase ofNvis expected with smaller increase ofsand

td. Other than the feasibility zone, the impact of changing these variables

are insignificant. Figure 4.2(c) summarizes the finding in Study II.

As can be seen from Figure 4.2(c), the parameter space ofsandtdwas

divided into two regions according to the value ofNv. For each value of

td>43s,Nvincreases assincreases, and then finally reachesNpat a crit-

ical value ofs,i.e.,sc. This indicates the transition from the unsaturated

phase to the saturated phase. For the region oftd<43s,Nvincreases ass

grows but does not reach to its maximum allowed value even for the large

values ofs. The average duration of visiting an attractiontdis not long

enough, so it fails to obtain sufficient amount of visitors. One can also

observe thatscsubstantially decreases fortd≤120s and appears to stay

around0.2whentdis larger than180s. It is reasonable to suppose that

the departure rate of attending pedestrians is positively associated with

the reciprocal oftdwhile the arrival rate of joining pedestrians is linked to

s. Accordingly, one can infer that the impact of the departure rate onNv

is dominated by that of the arrival rate whentdis large, so the marginal

impact of increasingtdbecomes less notable for largertd.

4.3 Study III: Jamming Transitions Induced by an Attraction

Study III investigated jamming transitions in pedestrian flow interact-

ing with an attraction by means of numerical simulations. Similar to

Study II, the simulation model was mainly based on the social force model

presented in Chapter 3 for pedestrian motions and the probability of join-

ing an attraction presented. In order to provide a better representation
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Figure 4.3.(color online) Representative snapshots of different passerby flow patterns

in unidirectional flow: (a) free flow phase, (b) localized jam phase, and (c)

extended jam phase. The attraction, depicted by an orange rectangle, is lo-

cated at the center of the lower wall with open boundary conditions in the

horizontal direction. Passersby walking from the left to the right are indi-

cated by filled black circles. Hollow red circles depict pedestrians attracted

by the attraction. (d) Phase diagram summarizing the numerical results of

unidirectional flow. Here, ‘free’, ‘loc’, and ‘ext’ indicate the free flow phase,

the localized jam phase, and the extended jam phase, respectively. Note that

P/s stands for pedestrians per second, being the unit of pedestrian fluxQ.

of pedestrian stopping behavior, formulations of the desired speedvdand

desired walking direction vectoreiwere further improved as presented in

Section 3.3. By controlling pedestrian influxQand the social influence

parameters, various pedestrian flow patterns were observed in unidirec-

tional and bidirectional flow scenarios. Again, note that the unit ofQis

indicated by P/s, which stands for pedestrians per second.
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4.3.1 Unidirectional Flow

In unidirectional flow, a free flow phase was defined for smallQands,

see Figure 4.3(a). A localized jam phase appeared in the vicinity of the

attraction for medium and highQwith the intermediate range ofs,as

can be seen from Figure 4.3(b). Passersby walked slowly near the attrac-

tion because of the reduced walking area, and then they recovered their

speed after they walked away from the attraction. One can observe that

pedestrians walking away from the attraction tend to form lanes. This is

possible because the standard deviation of speed among the walking away

pedestrians is not significant after the pedestrians recover their speed.

According to the study of Moussaïdet al.[75], the formation of pedestrian

lanes is stable when pedestrians are walking at nearly the same speed.

Once the walking away pedestrians form lanes, the lanes are not likely

to collapse. An extended jam phase was observed when bothQands

were large. In the extended jam phase, the pedestrian queue was growing

towards the left boundary and the queue was persisting for a long pe-

riod of time; see Figure 4.3(c). The attendee cluster did not maintain its

semi-circular shape anymore. This seems to be because passersby seized

up the attracted pedestrians. Meanwhile, pedestrians in the queue still

could slowly walk towards the right side of the corridor as they initially

intended. WhenQandswere very large, the extended jam phase could

end up in a freezing phenomenon with a certain probability, indicating

that passersby could not proceed beyond the attraction due to the clog-

ging effect. Some passersby were pushed out towards the attraction by

the attracted pedestrians and inevitably they prevented attracted pedes-

trians from joining the attraction. Consequently, the attracted pedestri-

ans could not approach the boundary of the attendee cluster although they

kept their walking direction towards the attraction. Simultaneously, the

passersby near the attraction attempted to walk away from the attraction,

but they could not because they were blocked by the attracted pedestri-

ans. Eventually, the pedestrian movements near the attraction came to a

halt.

Based on observations presented in Figures 4.3(a) to 4.3(c), different

passerby flow patterns were characterized in terms of stationary state

average of local efficiency,E(x):

E(x)=E(x, t)=
1

|Np(x, t)|
i∈Np(x,t)

Ei , (4.9)
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where ·represents the average obtained from 50 independent simula-

tion runs after reaching the stationary state. The individual efficiency

of motionEi=(vi·ei,0)/v0can be understood as a normalized speed of

pedestrianiin the horizontal direction. The local efficiencyE(x, t)indi-

cates how fast passersby in segmentxprogress towards their destination

at timet. The setNp(x, t)is the collection of passersby in a1m long seg-

mentxat timet, and|Np(x, t)|is the cardinality of the setNp(x, t).If

|Np(x, t)|=0,E(x, t)was set to be1inferring that a passerby can walk

with comfortable speedv0if the passerby is in the segmentxat timet.

When E(x) =1, the passersby can freely walk without reducing their

speed. In contrast,E(x)=0implies that the passersby have reached a

standstill.

A section of27m ≤x≤33m was selected to evaluate the stationary

state average value in the vicinity of the attraction, and the minimum

value ofE(x)was denoted byEa. Likewise, a section of12m≤x≤18m

was selected for upstream of the attraction, and the minimum value of

E(x)in the section was indicated byEup. For small values ofs, the free

flow phase was characterized by

Ea≈1andEup≈1. (4.10)

Likewise, the localized jam phase was characterized by

0<Ea<1andEup≈1. (4.11)

WhenQandswere large, the extended jam phase was characterized by

0≤Ea<1and0≤Eup<1. (4.12)

Figure 4.3(d) summarizes numerical results by dividing the parameter

space ofQandsinto different phases. Note that, in extended jam phase,

one can observe the freezing phenomena with a certain probability.

4.3.2 Bidirectional Flow

In bidirectional flow, the free flow phase appeared whenQwas small with

weaks, similar to the case of the unidirectional flow scenario. From Fig-

ure 4.4(a), one can observe that passersby walk towards their destina-

tions without being interrupted by the cluster of attracted pedestrians.

Passersby walking to the right formed lines in the lower part of the corri-

dor while the upper part of the corridor was occupied by passersby walk-

ing to the left. This spatial segregation appeared as a result of lane forma-

tion process which has been reported in previous studies [26, 42, 65, 115].
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Figure 4.4.(color online) Representative snapshots of different passerby flow patterns in

bidirectional flow: (a) free flow phase and (b) freezing phase. The attraction,

depicted by an orange rectangle, is located at the center of the lower wall with

open boundary conditions in the horizontal direction. Filled black and green

circles indicate passersby walking to the right and to the left, respectively.

Hollow red circles depict pedestrians attracted by the attraction. (c) Phase

diagram summarizing the numerical results of bidirectional flow. Here, ‘free’,

‘freezing’, and ‘co’ indicate the free flow phase, the freezing phase, and the

coexisting phase, respectively.

At the same time, the attracted pedestrians formed a cluster in a semi-

circular shape near the attraction. IfQandswere large, a freezing

phase was observed. In the freezing phase, oppositely walking pedestri-

ans reached a complete stop because they blocked each other, as shown in

Figure 4.4(b).

One can identify the freezing phase by means of cumulative through-

put atx=30m, according to Reference [20]. The cumulative through-

put at timetis calculated by summing the number of passersby walking

throughx=30m from the beginning of the numerical simulation to time

t. If the cumulative throughput does not change for120s, it infers the

appearance of the freezing phenomenon. The freezing probabilityPfwas

obtained by counting the occurrence of freezing phenomena over50in-

dependent simulation runs for each parameter combination(Q, s).For

small value ofQ≤1.4P/s,Pfis zero up tos=2, indicating that the freez-
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ing phenomenon is not observable. Parameter combinations of(Q, s)was

categorized as the free flow phase if

Pf=0, (4.13)

yieldingEa≈1. The freezing phase was characterized by

Pf=1 (4.14)

always showingEa=0. In addition, one can define a coexisting phase

for parameter space between envelopes ofPf=0andPf=1. In the co-

existing phase, either free flow or freezing phenomena can be observed

depending on random seeds in the numerical simulations. That was char-

acterized by

0<Pf<1. (4.15)

Figure 4.4(c) summarizes numerical results of bidirectional flow. In the co-

existing phase, one can observe freezing phenomena with a certain prob-

ability.

4.3.3 Microscopic Understanding of Jamming Transitions

While previous subsections focused on describing collective patterns of

various jam patterns, this subsection presents the appearance of such

different patterns at the individual level in a unified way. The conflicts

among pedestrians were closely looked into in order to understand the

individual level behavior. Similar to previous studies [60, 85], a con-

flict index was employed to measure the average number of conflicts per

passerby. When two pedestrians are in contact and hinder each other,

this situation is called a conflict. The number of conflictsNc,i(t)was eval-

uated by counting the number of pedestrians who hinder the progress of

passerbyiat timet. In numerical simulations of Study III, most conflicts

appeared near the attraction; therefore, one can calculate the conflict in-

dex for pedestrians in locationxsuch that25m≤x≤35m. The conflict

index was measured as

nc(t)=
1

|Np(A, t)|
i∈Np(A,t)

Nc,i(t), (4.16)

whereNp(A, t)is the set of passersby in the section of25m≤x≤35mat

timetand|Np(A, t)|is the cardinality of the setNp(A, t).

The representative time series of conflict indexnc(t)is presented in Fig-

ure 4.5. As can be seen from Figure 4.5(a), a sharp increase of the conflict
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Figure 4.5.(Color online) Representative time series of conflict indexnc(t)(a) freezing

phase in bidirectional flow withQ =4P/s ands=1. (b) localized jam

phase in unidirectional flow withQ =5P/s ands=1. (c) extended jam

phase in unidirectional flow withQ=5P/s ands=1.8. (d) same parameter

combination(Q, s)as (c), but with a different set of random seeds.

index indicates the appearance of the freezing phenomenon, which leads

the pedestrian flow into the freezing phase. In Figure 4.5(b), the conflict

index increases and then decreases in the course of time. One can ob-

serve the localized jam phase in which the jam near the attraction does

not further grow upstream. Figures 4.5(c) and 4.5(d) were generated with

the same parameter combination(Q, s)=(5,1.8)in unidirectional flow

but with different sets of random seeds. As shown in Figure 4.5(c), in the

extended jam phase, the conflict indexnc(t)is maintained near a certain

level after reaching the stationary state, indicating the persistent jam in

the corridor. In Figure 4.5(d), the behavior ofnc(t)curve is similar to that

of the extended jam phase in the beginning, but the curve abruptly in-

creases at neart= 600s. That is, the pedestrian flow eventually ends up

in a freezing phenomenon in that conflicting pedestrians fail to coordinate

their movements.

In both bidirectional and unidirectional flows, attracted pedestrians of-

ten trigger conflicts among pedestrians. When the attracted pedestrians

are walking towards the attraction, sometimes they cross the paths of

passersby and hinder their walking. Furthermore, such crossing behav-

ior of attracted pedestrians makes others change their walking directions

due to the interpersonal repulsion, possibly giving rise to conflicts among
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the others. Once a couple of pedestrians hinder each other, they need

some time and space to resolve the conflict by adjusting their walking di-

rections. If there is not enough space for the pedestrian movement, the

conflict situation cannot be resolved and it turns into a blockage in the

pedestrian flow. Under higher pedestrian fluxQ, conflicting pedestrians

likely have less time for resolving the conflict while additional pedestri-

ans arrive behind the blockage. Once the arriving pedestrians stand be-

hind the blockage, the number of conflicts among pedestrians is rapidly

increasing as indicated in Figures 4.5(a) and 4.5(d). In the case of the

bidirectional flow, this freezing phenomenon is similar to the freezing-by-

heating phenomenon [38]. However, note that the freezing phenomenon

in the numerical simulations is caused by attracted pedestrians without

noise terms in the equation of motion.

4.3.4 Attendee Cluster as a Dynamic Bottleneck

As presented in previous subsections, the attendee cluster is acting as a

pedestrian bottleneck for passersby. This finding is consistent with the

description suggested by Goffman [30]. The flow through the bottleneck

can show transitions from the free flow state to the jamming state and

may end in gridlock. In the bidirectional flow, the free flow phase can turn

into the freezing phase ifQandsare large. Jamming transitions in the

unidirectional flow are different from those of the bidirectional flow: from

the free flow phase to the localized jam phase, and then to the extended

jam phase. In addition, it is possible that the extended jam phase ends

up in freezing phenomena for largeQands. Although different jamming

transitions were observed for uni- and bi-directional flow scenarios, an

attendee cluster can be conceptualized as a dynamic bottleneck in the

sense that its size changes over time according to the joining behavior of

attracted pedestrians. One might assume that an attendee cluster can be

approximated as a static bottleneck which is at a fixed location and whose

size does not change over time. Readers can find representative studies

on static bottlenecks from Hoogendoorn and Daamen [44] and Seyfriedet

al.[97]. However, the assumption of the static bottleneck cannot reflect

the fluctuating attendee cluster size, which arises from the interactions

among the attraction, attracted pedestrians, and passersby.

In order to understand the influence of the attendee cluster size on jam-

ming transitions, numerical simulations were performed with a static bot-

tleneck. In this case, all the pedestrians were modeled as passersby. In
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Figure 4.6.(Color online) Dependence of various measures on a stationary state average

of cluster sizerc for pedestrian influxQ=5P/s. The results of a static bot-

tleneck and an attendee cluster are denoted by◦and×, respectively. Arrows

indicate the direction of increasings, for the results of the attendee cluster.

(a) Freezing probabilityPffor bidirectional flow indicating the appearance

of freezing phase (b) local efficiency near the attractionEafor unidirectional

flow reflecting the onset of localized jam phase, and (c) local efficiency up-

streamEupfor unidirectional flow, which is relevant to extended jam phase.

doing so, one can exclude the interactions among passersby and atten-

dees, thereby focusing on the influence of reduced available space. For

the comparison, a stationary state average of cluster sizerc was used

because the attendee cluster size changes in the course of time but the

size of the static bottleneck is constant. In the case of a static bottleneck,

the notation ofrc was also used for convenience. A semicircle with ra-

dius rc was placed at the center of the lower corridor boundary, acting

as a static bottleneck. By changingrc, one can observe the behavior of

various measures includingPf,Ea, andEup(see Figure 4.6).

It was obvious that largerrc led to higher freezing probabilityPffor

the bidirectional flow, as shown in Figure 4.6(a). However,Pfof the at-

tendee cluster case was higher than that of the static bottleneck for a

given value of rc. WhileEaandEupcurves obtained from the static

bottleneck case showed a clear dependence on rc, those from attendee

cluster did not show clear tendency whenrc >1.5m (see Figures 4.6(b)

and 4.6(c)). Although increasingrc evidently led to a localized jam tran-

sition, it can be suggested that conflicts among pedestrians play an im-

portant role in jamming transitions ifrc is large enough. It can, there-

fore, be said that the attendee cluster acts as a dynamic bottleneck that

behaves qualitatively different than the static bottleneck in terms of jam-

ming transitions.
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5. Conclusions and Discussions

5.1 Summary

This dissertation aimed at studying collective dynamics of pedestrians in-

teracting with attractions. The dissertation topic was investigated based

on three research questions presented in Section 1.2:

(RQ1)how do collective patterns of pedestrian motions emerge from

the attractive interactions between pedestrians and attractions?

(RQ2)how can social influence on one’s choice behavior shape the

collective patterns of pedestrians’ visiting behavior?

(RQ3)how can pedestrian flow interacting with an attraction result

in pedestrian jams?

In other words,RQ1mainly focused on the formation of attendees near

attractions, andRQ2paid particular attention to collective visiting pat-

terns when individual choice behavior is likely influenced by others.RQ3

devoted to pedestrian jamming transitions induced by an attraction.

In order to address the research questions, microscopic pedestrian mod-

els were extended by incorporating the attractive interactions between

pedestrians and attractions, and implemented in numerical simulations.

After performing the numerical simulations, various collective patterns

were identified and summarized in phase diagrams based on macroscopic

measures. By doing so, this dissertation investigated the dynamics of

pedestrian flow interacting with attractions from the perspective of at-

tracted pedestrians and passersby.

In line withRQ1, Study I addressed collective effects of attractive in-

teractions between pedestrians and attractions by means of numerical

simulations. In order to do that, the attractive interactions were modeled

[see Equation (3.5)] and appended to the social force model [see Equa-
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tion (3.6)]. By means of numerical simulations, the attractive interactions

were examined by controlling the attractive interaction strength and the

pedestrian density. The interactions led pedestrians to form stable clus-

ters around attractions, or even to rush into attractions if the interaction

becomes stronger. In this case, the attracted pedestrians tended to push

each other because of the interpersonal repulsion effect. It was also found

that for high pedestrian density and intermediate interaction strength,

some pedestrians rush into attractions while others move to neighboring

attractions. The moving pedestrians were also attracted by the attrac-

tions but cannot stay around the attraction. This is due to the inter-

personal repulsion effect by other pedestrians closer to the attractions.

These collective patterns of pedestrian movements or phases and transi-

tions between them were systematically presented in a phase diagram,

see Figure 4.1(e).

With reference to RQ2, Study II investigated the social influence on

collective visiting behavior by developing a joining probability model as

shown in Equation (3.10). The joining probability was formulated as a

function of social influence from others, reflecting that individual choice

behavior is likely influenced by others. Numerical simulations produced

different patterns of pedestrian behavior depending on the strength of the

social influence and the average duration of visiting an attraction. When

the social influence was strong along with a long duration of visiting an

attraction, the saturated phase was defined at which all the pedestrians

have visited the attraction. If the social influence was not strong enough,

the unsaturated phase appeared where one can observe that some pedes-

trians head for the attraction while others walk in their desired direction.

These collective patterns of pedestrian behavior were summarized in a

phase diagram [see Figure 4.2(c)] by comparing the number of pedestri-

ans who have visited the attraction to the number of pedestrians near

the attraction. One can identify under what conditions enhancing the

social influence strength and the average duration of visiting an attrac-

tion would be effective by measuring the marginal benefits with respect

to those parameters.

Motivated byRQ3, Study III numerically studied jamming transitions

in pedestrian flow interacting with an attraction, mostly based on the

social force model for pedestrians who can join the attraction. Various

pedestrian flow patterns were observed by controlling pedestrian influx

and the social influence parameter. For bidirectional flow scenario, one
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could observe a transition from the free flow phase to the freezing phase

in which oppositely walking pedestrians reach a complete stop and block

each other. On the other hand, a different transition behavior appeared

in the unidirectional flow scenario, i.e., from the free flow phase to the

localized jam phase, and then to the extended jam phase. It was also ob-

served that the extended jam phase could end up in freezing phenomena

with a certain probability when pedestrian flux was high with strong so-

cial influence. Study III highlighted that attractive interactions between

pedestrians and an attraction could lead to jamming transitions due to

the conflicts among pedestrians near the attraction.

5.2 Contributions

This dissertation contributes to the current body of knowledge on the

collective behavior of pedestrian motions. This is achieved by modeling

their dynamics interacting with attractions and providing possible expla-

nations of the collective patterns. The contributions of this dissertation

are further stated in three folds.

In Study I, the attractive force model was developed based on the idea

of “short-range strong repulsive and long-range weak attractive interac-

tions [22, 74].” While previous studies [22, 74] developed attractive inter-

action models for interacting self-propelled particles, Study I presented

an attractive interaction model for pedestrians interacting with attrac-

tions. The presented model demonstrated that the social force models

can be extended to predict various collective behaviors associated with at-

tractions. The appearance of various collective patterns was explained by

the interplay between attraction strength and interpersonal repulsion ef-

fect. Interestingly, despite its simple formulation, the presented model

can provide a plausible explanation of extreme pedestrian behavior in

stores, such as Black Friday incidents in the United States.

In Study II, the joining probability model was developed in line with

selective attention [31, 108] and social influence [6, 14, 27, 53, 72]. Pre-

vious studies [27, 72] reported that the joining probability increases as

the stimulus group size grows. The presented joining probability model

in Study II was developed by incorporating with social influence parame-

ter and duration of visiting an attraction that were not considered in the

previous studies. The numerical simulation results showed different pat-

terns of collective visiting behavior: unsaturated and saturated phases.
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The appearance of the saturated phase was explained by an interplay be-

tween social influence strength and the average duration of visiting an

attraction.

Study III characterized the dynamics of pedestrian jams induced by the

attraction. By describing pedestrian conflicts at a microscopic level, it

was highlighted that attractive interactions between pedestrians and an

attraction could trigger jamming transitions by increasing the number of

conflicts among pedestrians near the attraction. Therefore, it is suggested

that existence of an attraction acts similar to a noise term in an equa-

tion of particle motions [38], which leads to freezing phenomena in the

pedestrian flow. Furthermore, an attendee cluster near an attraction was

conceptualized as a dynamic bottleneck and identified that a dynamic bot-

tleneck behaves qualitatively different than the static bottleneck in terms

of jamming transitions.

The findings presented in this dissertation can provide an insight into

pedestrian flow patterns in stores and pedestrian facility management

strategies. Numerical simulation results imply that safe and efficient use

of pedestrian facilities can be achieved by moderating the control vari-

ables. For instance, findings from Study II suggest that increasing social

influence strengthsand the average duration of visiting an attractiontd

is not effective all the time, especially when these variables are already

high enough. Increasing relative attraction strengthCand pedestrian

densityρcan even lead to extreme and dangerous situations such as the

competitive phase in Study I. Likewise, increasing pedestrian influxQ

and social influence strengthsyields undesirable situations, like freezing

phenomena in Study III, in terms of pedestrian safety and efficiency.

5.3 Limitations

Although the presented models were developed based on analogies with

self-propelled particles [74, 105] and findings in behavioral science stud-

ies [27, 72], numerical simulation results were not compared against field

observations yet. For the place where impulse stops are significant, the

presented model in Study I can be tested and parameters in the attractive

force model (i.e.,Ca,Cr,la, andlr) need to be measured from field obser-

vations. For the joining behavior model in Studies II and III, the average

duration of visiting an attractiontdcan be measured for attendees near an

attraction and then social influence parameterscan be predicted based
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on the number of pedestrians having visited the attraction. The predicted

value ofscan be utilized to test various scenarios.

In this dissertation, simple scenarios of pedestrian flow in a straight cor-

ridor have been focused in order to study essential features of collective

pedestrian dynamics interacting with attractions. Although a straight

corridor can be assumed as a basic element of pedestrian facilities, some

pedestrian flow scenarios such as crossings at intersections and multi-

directional flows in open space cannot be covered by the presented results

of the numerical simulations. Therefore, suitable modifications and exten-

sions are required to apply the presented models to real world examples.

For simplicity, it was assumed that the pedestrians in numerical sim-

ulations did not change their decision after they decided what they were

going to do. However, pedestrians in the real world can change their de-

cision as a response to the situations around them. A pedestrian, who

decides to join an attraction, can change one’s mind after realizing that

there are too many attendees near the attraction. Modeling and imple-

menting such decision changing behavior can be an important extension

of the presented models.

5.4 Future Work

The presented models can be further improved and extended. The at-

tractive force model in Study I was developed in line with the social force

model and predicted various collective patterns arising from the attractive

interactions between pedestrians and attractions. However, the presented

model appears to be valid only for the social force model. Although the so-

cial force model and other force-based models have well explained various

collective patterns, it has been pointed out that the force-based models are

complicated and a careful implementation is required in order to avoid the

pitfalls [17, 63, 64]. Chraibiet al.[16] remarked that velocity-based mod-

els are gaining more attention among researchers because of their sim-

plicity. Developing attractive interaction model for velocity-based models

can be a topic for future work.

The collective phenomena predicted in Study I can be compared against

field observations. In Study I, it was assumed that all the pedestrians

were subject to the same attractive interactions. A future study might

explore trajectory data of pedestrians fighting over merchandise during

shopping holidays like Black Friday. In that case, pedestrians are likely
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to behave in the same way near an attraction, similar to the setup of nu-

merical simulations in Study I. However, one can easily observe that an

attraction is not always attractive for everyone. For instance, in a mu-

seum, some visitors are watching a portrait because they are interested

in it while others pass by it and see other artworks. Consequently, veri-

fication of Study I can be performed for pedestrians attracted by attrac-

tions, inferring that those pedestrians are subject to the same attractive

interaction. Attracted pedestrian behavior near artworks in museums

and shop displays in shopping malls can be studied based on observed

trajectories and velocity field. Note that the presented model in Study I

predicts pedestrian behavior under the influence of attractions for a short

period, mainly focusing on momentary response to the attractions.

The joining behavior model in Study II can be formulated in different

forms. The presented joining behavior model was developed based on the

idea of behavioral contagion, inferring that an individual tends to follow

what others do [27, 72]. Although the assumption of behavioral contagion

has been widely applied especially in pedestrian evacuation studies [37],

the assumption has been questioned. Haghani and Sarvi [32] reported

that evacuees showed congestion avoidance behavior in emergency evac-

uations especially when evacuees were well aware of the situations near

exits. That is, the behavioral contagion is not always useful for explaining

pedestrian joining behavior. If there are too many attendees near an at-

traction, the attraction is not necessarily attractive for every pedestrian

near the attraction. For some pedestrians, seeing too many attendees can

decrease the probability of joining the attraction. In future studies, the

congestion avoidance behavior can be incorporated in the joining behavior

model. In addition, the joining behavior model can be extended in order to

take into account various characteristics of pedestrians and attractions by

adding additional behavioral features, such as the explicit representation

of group behaviors [114] and interest function [58]. One can postulate

that pedestrians have time budget, so they evaluate the attractiveness

and the cost of time due to joining the attractions. Heterogeneous prop-

erties of pedestrian joining behavior can be considered in terms of the

congestion avoidance behavior, group behaviors, interest functions, and

the cost of time.

In future studies, the presented joining behavior model can be verified

against empirical observations. It was assumed that the joining proba-

bility grew as the number of attendees increased and the pedestrians de-
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cided to join the attraction 10 m ahead of it. In order to obtain naturalistic

movement of pedestrians near attractions, it is desirable to obtain video

recordings of public areas like shopping malls. Pedestrian trajectories

need to be extracted from the video recordings. The extracted trajecto-

ries can be used for estimating the distance between pedestrians and at-

tractions, and for identifying decision moments at which pedestrians sud-

denly change their walking direction. Based on the decision moments, one

can understand when and where pedestrians decide to join the attraction.

From the video recordings, the number of attendees near attractions and

passersby can be counted and the joining probability can be measured for

different attendee size at various places and time. One can discover the

relationship between the joining probability and the number of attendees

near the attractions. If the joining probability increases as the number

of attendees grows, one can say that the assumption of behavioral con-

tagion is observable. On the other hand, if a decreasing trend of joining

probability against the number of attendees is observed, the congestion

avoidance behavior might exist. In addition, the duration of visiting an

attraction was assumed to follow an exponential distribution. The dura-

tion of visiting each attraction can be measured for each attendee, so its

distribution can be identified. The evacuation exit choice models [32, 107]

can be extended and modified for verifying assumptions of the presented

joining probability model.

A natural progression of Study III is to analyze the numerical simula-

tion results from the perspective of capacity estimation. Capacity esti-

mation can focus on the optimal capacity, balancing the mobility needs

for passersby and the activity needs for attracted pedestrians. One can

explicitly consider the capacity of the attractions, meaning that only a

certain number of attendees can stay near the attractions. The concept of

stochastic capacity [28, 56, 73] can also be studied based on the findings

of Study III. In Study III, for some parameter values, speed breakdown is

observed depending on random seeds, inferring that capacity might follow

a probability distribution.

Future extensions of Study III can be planned from the perspective of

pedestrian flow experiments. Although the joining behavior presented in

this study might not be controlled in experimental studies, the experi-

ments can be performed for different levels of pedestrian flux and joining

probability. The number of passersby and pedestrians joining the attrac-

tion, and their trajectories with velocity vectors need to be collected from
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future pedestrian experiments. For various experiment configurations,

the number of conflicts among pedestrians can be measured and the in-

fluence of the conflicts on pedestrian jams can be analyzed.

In this dissertation, the parameter values used in numerical simula-

tions were in a limited range. Although the selected parameter values

produced interesting collective phenomena, performing additional numer-

ical simulations with a larger set of their values might yield more findings

that are interesting. It is noted that the shape of phase diagrams pre-

sented in the dissertation can be changed for different parameter values

and numerical simulation settings such as corridor width and the number

of attractions. Changing numerical simulation parameters might show

the appearance of different collective patterns of pedestrian motions.
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